Faced with multiple electronic devices, service providers, and ISPs, tomorrow's mobile users might find it challenging to identify available services and acquire the rights to use them. The authors tackle this problem, combining the acquisition of role-based credentials with service discovery.
successfully. This is similar to asking someone for directions, acquiring a room key in a hotel, using a conference badge to gain access to an event, or arranging payment for a service by presenting a credit card. Therefore, a good design for ubiquitous computing middleware should have several key properties. First, users shouldn't have to preinstall special-purpose code on their devices, and any code downloads during Web browsing should be minimized. Second, the design should require only local implementations, without any large-scale changes to the Internet, and it should be able to exploit colocation of participants as needed. Third, it should support incremental deployment, facilitate the use of existing legacy services, and allow graceful degradation of functionality when necessary. Fourth, it should facilitate offerings by multiple, competing, and perhaps small service providers. Fifth, it should enable the creation of markets in which all participants can realize value or obtain revenue. Finally, and most important, it should be intuitive and nonintrusive for users.
We decompose the problem into four components:
A proxy to transform the Web traffic so that users can interact with the middleware and the contextual services A software-development framework for ubiquitous computing Service directories and an authorization framework for ubiquitous services Service and credential discovery (through role assertions)
Regarding the first two components, the technical key to enabling access to contextual services is the Web proxy. Such proxies commonly serve to transcode Web content for specific devices or to control access to a network that requires authenticated or paying users. In our case, the proxy, called Continuum, also decorates Web pages with contextual toolboxes so that users can interact with services in the environment. Continuum adds hotspots to Web pages as they pass through. These serve the dual purpose of associating a toolbox visually with certain data in the Web page, and acting as user-interface artifacts on which the user clicks to access the tools. A page can have many hotspots, associating toolboxes with different components, such as an image, a link, or the entire page. The proxy adds the menu and the associated JavaScript to implement it dynamically as part of a process we call publication. The tools are a user-interface notion. We call the software abstraction behind each tool a frame because, like the frame of an exhibit case, it unites several functional elements. For example, frames might provide access to printing on nearby printers; large-screen displays near the user; or storage, bookmarking, and transcoding services. We also provide a software-development framework that facilitates the design and implementation of tools and frames.
Each frame contains an applet in the client browser, requiring JavaScript support, and a servlet running inside Continuum. The applet is responsible for the user interface and communication with the servlet. The servlet mediates access to an external service or provides the service directly to the user. The Continuum runtime environment provides mechanisms for discovering and using either built-in or external services, and for constructing the frame-user interface. Continuum itself interacts with candidate frames to determine which of them to publish. Continuum adds hotspots to Web pages and publishes frames for each of them. We've strived to ensure that the frame applets are portable across several major browsers for mobile devices.
In this article, however, we focus on the latter two components: combining service discovery and role-based authentication. These are crucial, practical aspects of using an unfamiliar ubiquitous computing environment (see the "Related Work" sidebar). We've incorporated these two aspects into our prototype and designed them into our software-development framework.
A hotel scenario
We use the following example to illustrate our work. Imagine a small hotel in a large building or convention center that wishes to provide a rich ubiquitous computing environment to its guests. A local ISP provides basic wireless connectivity and a proxy. Local services include a printer for hotel guests in the lobby, and perhaps a vending machine and a cash dispenser. An incoming guest must first use the network to establish a Continuum session. The initial presentation of this session comprises a selection of tools relevant in the local context. (The guest might or might not have a business relationship with the specific ISP.) As the session evolves, the set of tools can change as the user browses and acquires more context.
When the guest checks in, the registration clerk and the guest arrange for the browser on the guest's PDA to acquire an electronic credential, or role assertion. The role assertion contains further information about local service directories, and the proxy can use this information to influence tools and contextual information published to the guest as he or she browses. Figure 1 shows a textual representation of a role assertion. In addition to the basic role information, the assertion also gives two service directories, where users can find services that accept the role: a Service Location Protocol (SLP) directory that the hotel maintains, and a Jini directory that a local third party maintains. One of the tools on one of the hotspots (perhaps a general hotspot associated with the entire page) implements a frame for role assertion acquisition. Once the frame applet has added the role assertion to the browser attribute store, the proxy can detect role assertions in traffic to and from frames and use the role and directory information to publish frames for services that accept the role. In this way, those services have no need to create or maintain a relationship with the guest. When the guest tries to access one of the services, that service need only accept the role granted by the hotel. A service can also apply checks or validations to verify the user's authenticity.
Obtaining a role assertion
Solving the challenge of service and role discovery with multiple administrative domains involves three key concepts. First, it's necessary to create a particular role assertion and communicate it to an interested user. Second, Continuum and the frames rely on information in the role assertions to discover relevant services. Subsequently, the user relies on the assertions and other attributes to secure access to a service. Now, using the hotel example, we describe how a user acquires the Guest role assertion and uses it in subsequent service invocations.
During an initial login procedure, Continuum responds to any HTTP request by publishing a tool that requests information from the user. In a trivial implementation, a simple HTTP form would be sufficient. A more sophisticated frame applet can obtain some of the requested attributes through introspective JavaScript code. The user's response establishes a session attribute cache. Tool-publication heuristics use the cache to identify relevant tools and services, and to create the user interface that is, the hotspots and toolboxes added to each page. Attributes available from the client include its IP address and perhaps the user's public key or identity, trusted home node, device location, and device type. We assume the user wishes to disclose the URL of the home node to the proxy so that the home node service can interact with it. Once the session is established, Continuum transmits the result of the original HTTP request to the user. A frame for issuing or acquiring a role assertion appears in Continuum Tools, the global toolbox not associated with specific data on the Web page. Figure 2 illustrates what the guest and the clerk might see in the current implementation, as they create and exchange the role assertion. The numbers beside each image indicate the sequence in which the two users' actions occur. The upper part of the figure refers to the issuer; the bottom, to the recipient. They both begin by clicking on a hotspot and choosing Continuum Tools; then, in step 1, they choose the Receive or Issue Role tool, respectively. In steps 2 through 5, each participant generates a simple password and communicates it verbally to the other. Continuum uses the pair of passwords to match the two users' sessions. Then in steps 6 through 8, the Issue Role frame uses the clerk's home node to generate the role assertion (assuming this is too onerous to accomplish on the clerk's PDA).
Step 7 confirms the URL of the home with the clerk, obtaining the URL from the attribute pool. Immediately following this, the home node might challenge the guest for credentials. Then, in steps 9 and 10, the guest's home node receives and perhaps stores the assertion, possibly after a request for credentials from the guest. The procedure ends after the guest and the clerk receive confirmations (steps 11 and 12).
Discovering and using a service
Suppose the user wants to print a Web object on the printer in the hotel lobby, and a local copy center owns and operates the printer. Assume that the hotel and the copy center have arranged that hotel guests may use the printer upon successful presentation of the Guest role. Whether the copy center charges the hotel for guest use and whether the charge appears on the guest's bill are separate issues left to the hotel's discretion.
The user chooses a print service by clicking on a hotspot to reveal a menu that includes the print frame, among others published in the toolbox. When the applet communicates with the servlet, it provides attributes such as the hotel Guest role assertion and, with Continuum's help, a reference to the object to be printed. The servlet then interrogates the directories listed in the role assertion to discover relevant printing services. If the servlet finds more than one, the frame offers a choice to the user. The frame servlet requests access to the printing service, which in turn challenges it for attributes in particular, for an appropriate role assertion. The service might determine that it needs further attributes or validation, such as some assurance that the user indeed possesses the private key corresponding to the role assertion holder's pseudonym. Once authorization occurs, the servlet invokes the service on the data with which the tool was associated. Then, the servlet converts the In general, services can make their own decisions about the validity of attributes. For example, a vending machine might require some indication that a requesting user is physically near before completing a transaction. The indication might involve some automatic location technology or physical interaction with the user. Other services might accept role assertions or other attributes at face value without any interactive verification. Continuum imposes no particular view on how services evaluate or validate attributes.
Roles, services, and discovery
What does a service provider (SP) such as the hotel need to do to create and sign its own role assertions? It must negotiate role names and their semantics with local SPs and possibly one or more ISPs whose transmission facilities are available inside the hotel (for example, 802.11b wireless or cellular wireless). If the hotel also wants to make services available to holders of its roles, it needs to advertise those services in its own service directory or in some public service directory that, say, the ISP maintains. If the hotel wishes to make some special services available, it might also want to develop custom frames and disseminate the code to ISPs, who, in turn, can publish them for the appropriate clients.
In our design, middleware at the edge of the network (the frames and the Continuum server) assists with discovery and authorization, among other tasks. It helps SPs broker service-discovery operations; it helps users acquire signed assertions, each of which asserts that the holder is acting in a particular role. There are several prerequisites to enabling role assertions as the basis for service discovery, authentication, and authorization:
An SP must ensure that service directories list its services and that signing authorities issue role assertions that bind users to particular roles. The assertions also list service directories that might accept the role. The roles and their implied semantics are a convention of the services accepting them. The signers of the assertions could be the service provider itself or any business partner or select user whose signature is acceptable. (Recall the example of Figure 1 .)
The SP must ensure that the middleware can publish user tools for its services either directly by providing and disseminating code or indirectly by adhering to standards. As a trivial example, if a printer follows a standard protocol, and a standard service directory advertises this printer, a general printing tool published by the proxy could provide the user interface and manage the interactions with the printer on behalf of the user.
The user acquires a role assertion for the service. The user can acquire this assertion independently through some interaction with a signing authority or through an interaction mediated by tools that the proxy publishes. (This assumes the user's proxy is the same as the signer's proxy, or that the two proxies cooperate.) The signing authority can be a service or another user.
The user finds out about a service because a tool has been published. The tool execution invokes the service, supplying an acceptable role assertion along with other user attributes and parameters such as the data for which the tool was published. The service might consider the role assertion sufficient, or it might try to validate the assertion and attributes. The user's device can acquire attributes in various ways. Continuum can cache them in a user-associated session. Our framework is flexible enough to support various trust relationships and implementation choices.
There are several ways to implement roles and associated service directories. If a particular role or set of roles can access several different services, it might make sense to group them in one or more directories. An individual SP can host a directory for private roles it creates. Alternatively, the SP could rely on some third party to host the directory. If the third party happens to be the user's ISP, the frames for those services might appear automatically for the user. However, this works only if the ISP and the SP are colocated or have a prior business relationship.
SPs can let others (business partners, ISPs, or other SPs) sign role assertions, yet the former still maintains control over authentication and authorization. For an existing service, the SP might want to rely on some challenge-response mechanism with the user to verify the assertion. Or the tool vendor could implement some custom verification with the SP before invoking the service. A third possibility is that the service interface implemented in the tool involves some standard authentication and authorization negotiation with a specialpurpose or standard-based service.
Users can acquire and manage role assertions independently of SPs or ISPs. Examples include users exchanging role assertions through email, beaming them between handheld devices, storing them on some medium for future use with a different user device, or keeping them in persistent storage provided by some trusted service such as their PC.
ISPs can provide added value through service aggregation and tools for exchanging role assertions. Because of the multiplicity of communications media available in a chaotic ubiquitous computing scenario, the user's ISP might not be physically close to or actually aware of the user's location. Even so, by querying the service directories listed in role assertions that the user has acquired independently, the proxy can obtain enough context about the user to publish valuable tools. Of course, closer coupling between the proxy and a physical location could provide better functionality to the user, in the form of a more appropriate set of tools to access local services and acquire local roles. In fact, just having the proxy know where certain roles are relevant could yield an improved set of tools. For instance, a role assertion might also indicate a physical area where the role is valid.
Conclusion
We plan to explore attribute validation further in particular, location validation. We'd also like to prototype peer-to-peer, wireless exchange of role assertions, and assess how well it works over common wireless technologies such as Bluetooth. We plan to investigate the use of direct attribute challenges from services, bypassing the proxy. Another open problem we hope to study is the relation between ISPs and SPs for disseminating information about role semantics. James P. Black is an associate professor in the School of Computer Science at the University of Waterloo. His research interests include pervasive, mobile, and wireless computing; distributed systems; wireless networks; the behavior of distributed applications and systems; and computer system performance analysis, modeling, and simulation. He received his PhD in computer science from the University of Waterloo. He is a member of the IEEE Computer Society and the ACM. Contact him at jpblack@uwaterloo.ca.
Related Work
In ubiquitous computing, privacy issues can be more severe than in the wired world. Privacy becomes a matter of concealing not only what data the user is accessing but also the user's location and daily routine. Privacy flaws in ubiquitous computing can have serious consequences that can go as far as physically endangering the user. Nevertheless, there is a tradeoff between convenience and privacy: Anyone wishing to access a service might have to provide personal information to acquire a particular role. However, the decision to release that information and use the service rests with that person rather than the middleware or the role's issuer. The Web Services Federation and Liberty Alliance make similar assumptions. 1 3 The ubiquitous computing paradigm also increases the complexity of authorization and access control, even compared with traditional distributed computing. This area has been the subject of much research in distributed systems. However, solutions for that domain don't apply readily to ubiquitous computing, because of its inherently ad hoc and unpredictable interactions, user mobility, and multiple administrative domains. In a ubiquitous computing paradigm, the interactions are more like those in a real society, which isn't always the case in traditional distributed computing. Colin English and his colleagues point out that in society, the notion of trust is subjective, depends on the situation, and evolves as information becomes available. 4 Trust comes from personal observations, recommendations, and reputation a dynamism that current ubiquitous computing environments don't generally model. Our use of role assertions acquired from other users considers this dynamism. Our framework applies the general notion of user roles to the ubiquitous computing environment.
The Centaurus project is another example of a related research effort to adapt role-based access control and trust delegation to ubiquitous computing. 5 7 Centaurus proposes an authorization framework for a hierarchy of smart spaces. Security agents record delegations and revocations of rights between services. This limits the solution's applicability across noncooperating administrative domains. In contrast, using tools to issue and acquire role assertions, our framework investigates trust delegation without resorting to additional entities. In addition, we incorporate peer-to-peer communication, which is natural in wireless environments. Centaurus doesn't exploit this capability, mainly because of the requirement to access the security agent for delegation and revocation operations. Our framework extends the notion of assertion to serve additional purposes, such as pointing users to service directories that might use the assertion for authorization purposes.
Finding relevant service directories is a central issue in ubiquitous computing. Tightly coupled environments such as smart spaces rely on a well-known directory service or a centralized repository of service advertisements (for example, the event heap in the iRoom project 8 ). However, these approaches aren't satisfactory when there are multiple administrative domains. Some service-discovery protocols, such as Jini, 9 specify mechanisms for finding service directories through a network broadcast or multicast; others, such as the Simple Service Directory Protocol 10 in universal plug and play 11 and the Service Location Protocol, 12 can find services directly. However, in networking, "close" doesn't always mean physically or logically. Among discovery protocols, SLP integrates with the Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol. 13 Therefore, software on the user's device can obtain a URL of, say, a directory agent (a service directory in SLP) from a DHCP server at the same time as the IP, gateway, and Domain Name System information. However, this is insufficient when there are multiple service directories, each relevant to different users, especially since a DHCP server at network login can't necessarily determine what's relevant to the user logging in.
